
QPR Metrics offers your organization a fast to implement 
and fl exible, web-based environment for managing 
objectives effectively.

Capable of supporting multiple management standards, 
methodologies and initiatives, QPR Metrics will help your 
managers save signifi cant time and effort collecting, 
consolidating and reporting performance information. 
More than just a performance reporting solution, 
QPR Metrics adds powerful online collaboration 
capabilities. Employees can add contextual information 
to the numbers with comments and explanations, while 
managers can turn insight into action by assigning 
tasks and monitoring progress.

Communicate your objectives clearly
Automate creation of your reports
Standardize your decision making information
Get alerted to problems and opportunities
Analyze information and share your fi ndings
Fix problems with powerful online collaboration

Available in 26 languages!

With QPR Metrics You Can:
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Performance Management with QPR Metrics
Performance Management Software 
QPR Metrics provides your organization 
with a fast upgrade path from manually 
maintained, in-house built performance 
reporting solutions. With QPR Metrics you 
obtain a fl exible performance management 
environment, capable of supporting 
multiple areas of strategic, operational 
and organizational performance. Numerous 
organizations use QPR Metrics to ensure the

effective management of their strategy, 
risk, quality, compliance, project portfolio, 
incentive schemes and branch offi ce 
performance management initiatives.

QPR Metrics is fl exible, scalable and 
extremely quick to implement and deploy.  
Building performance management 
models is fast and convenient due to a 
rich collection of available measure type

and measurement templates to choose 
from and customize.

You can collect data automatically from 
your business systems and via manual 
input by users using their personal portal 
user interface. To keep large performance 
models easy to manage QPR Metrics 
comes with powerful design, maintenance 
and administration functionality.

www.qpr.com
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“Our efforts for data collection, formatting,
presenting and distribution reduced 60%”

Zafer Kara, Manufacturing Manager, Robert Bosch Bursa Plant - Bosch Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S.

QPR Metrics performance management software speeds up your performance reporting cycles by automating most of the work your managers now 
do manually. Your managers will get better, more accurate information faster, and presented in appropriate formats to improve uptake: Dashboards, 
strategy maps, scorecards and measure detail views provide a rich visual presentation layer that makes use of a large number of graph templates, such 
as bar and pie charts, gantt charts, radar charts, risk heat maps and many more.

Users can browse and analyze your performance models conveniently, apply a multitude of fi lters and share their fi ndings with other users. For report-
ing purposes QPR Metrics offers electronic briefi ng booklets, which provide live, powerpoint-like reports, and the ability to design and publish reports 
to Microsoft Offi ce Word, Excel and PowerPoint.

Managing objectives requires more than just reporting numbers. QPR Metrics provides easy-to-customize “Portal Actions”, which are web forms that 
allow your employees to take a more active role by adding contextual information to measures such as comments, ideas and incident reports. Man-
agers thus get insight in the reasons and causes of current performance and can assign tasks or launch initiatives with portal actions, monitor task 
progress and address initiatives that require extra attention.

QPR Software Plc
QPR Software Plc offers the best services and software for developing 
processes and enterprise architecture. QPR has more than 1,500 private 
and public sector customers across the globe in more than 50 countries. 
QPR’s shares are listed on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd.

Executive Business Solutions
Executive Business Solutions (EBS) is a Strategic Value Added 
Reseller for QPR Software in Sub-Saharan Africa and is an accredited 
implementation, support and training provider for the QPR product suite 
and solutions.

Tell us how we can help You Meet Your 
Targets!

QPR Software serves its customers as a comprehensive solution 
provider directly in Finland, Russian Federation and in CIS countries. 
We co-operate with an extensive network of highly experienced value-
added resellers in more than 50 countries, so there is always a reseller 
near you! Please contact us or any of our partners and learn more how 
we can help!

QPR Software Plc Head Offi ce (Finland): 
Tel. +358 290 001 150, www.qpr.com
 
Executive Business Solutions (South Africa):
Tel.  +27 11 545 7660, www. ebs-solutions.co.za

QPR Suite 2012 - Process Excellence
from Planning to Results!

QPR ProcessDesigner is part of QPR Suite 2012, which offers 
you the essential tools that help your organization to take 
control of business processes and achieve your goals:

QPR ProcessAnalyzer 
Gain Insight in Your Processes! 

QPR ProcessDesigner
Improving Process Awareness!

QPR EnterpriseArchitect
Align IT with Business!

QPR Metrics 
Meet Your Targets!








